Video resources on Intersectionality

- Short animation illustrating Age, Ethnicity and gender meeting at a literal intersection [https://youtu.be/beDfBYH2RxE](https://youtu.be/beDfBYH2RxE)
- Another short animation illustrating Class, Gender, Sexuality, Disability, Ethnicity, Age [https://youtu.be/HxgdyK1eBqk](https://youtu.be/HxgdyK1eBqk)
- Lecture from Khan Academy [https://youtu.be/n2kUpKP18z8](https://youtu.be/n2kUpKP18z8)
- “Kaleidoscopes of identity: Christine Ngo at TEDxUOregon” (TEDx talk by counseling graduate student) [https://youtu.be/uRGqgNuJDlk](https://youtu.be/uRGqgNuJDlk)
- “Intersectionality matters: Aisha Fukushima at TEDxWhitmanCollege” [https://youtu.be/lwp5rQ7ij84](https://youtu.be/lwp5rQ7ij84)
- “Intersectionality Video” Giovana Margo POEM on intersectionality [https://youtu.be/NptgVU7j94g](https://youtu.be/NptgVU7j94g)

Dialogue around Difference/ Bias/ Cultural competency

- TED Talk by Vernā Myers: How to overcome our biases? Walk boldly toward them [https://www.ted.com/talks/verna_myers_how_to_overcome_our_biases_walk_boldly_toward_the_m#t-1057685-](https://www.ted.com/talks/verna_myers_how_to_overcome_our_biases_walk_boldly_toward_the_m#t-1057685-)
- TED Talk by Stella Young: I’m not your inspiration [http://www.ted.com/talks/stella_young_i_m_not_your_inspiration_thank_you_very_much](http://www.ted.com/talks/stella_young_i_m_not_your_inspiration_thank_you_very_much)
- TED Talk Paul Bloom: Can prejudice ever be a good thing [http://www.ted.com/talks/paul_bloom_can_prejudice_ever_be_a_good_thing](http://www.ted.com/talks/paul_bloom_can_prejudice_ever_be_a_good_thing)
- Jamila Lyiscott: 3 ways to speak English [http://www.ted.com/talks/jamila_lyiscott_3_ways_to_speak_english](http://www.ted.com/talks/jamila_lyiscott_3_ways_to_speak_english)
- Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie: The danger of a single story [http://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story](http://www.ted.com/talks/chimamanda_adichie_the_danger_of_a_single_story)

Empathy
• TED Talk by Sam Richards: A Radical Experiment in Empathy  
  http://www.ted.com/talks/sam_richards_a_radical_experiment_in_empathy
• TED Talk by Brene Brown: The Power of Vulnerability  
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iCvmsMzlF7o
• TED Talk by Joan Halifax: Compassion and the True Meaning of Empathy  
  http://www.ted.com/talks/joan_halifax
• Article about Calling-In instead of Calling-Out (and the ways even anti-oppressive language can be used to silence and shame)  
  http://briarpatchmagazine.com/articles/view/a-note-on-call-out-culture

Privilege - Racial Privilege/ Gender Privilege/ Class Privilege
• Article: When you say you 'don't see race', you're ignoring racism, not helping to solve it  
  https://www.isr.umich.edu/home/diversity/resources/white-privilege-p.pdf
• PRIVILEGE LISTS based on McIntosh’s article from itspronouncedmetrosexual.com  
  http://itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/category/privilege-lists/ AND amtoons.com  
  http://amtoons.com/blog/2006/09/26/a-list-of-privilege-lists/
• Resources: Anti-Racist Alliance  
  http://www.antiracistalliance.com/index.html
• Article: I don’t know what to do with good white people  
  http://www.warscapes.com/opinion/sentimentality-critique-humans-new-york
• Blog post: This Teacher Taught His Class a Powerful Lesson on Privilege  
  http://www.buzzfeed.com/nathenwpyle/this-teacher-taught-his-class-a-powerful-lesson-about-privilege
• Blog post: If White Characters Were Described Like People Of Color In Literature  
  http://www.buzzfeed.com/hnigatu/if-white-characters-were-described-like-people-of-color-in-literature
• Blog post: Explaining White Privilege to a Broke White Person  
  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/gina-crosley/orcoran/explaining-white-privilege-to-a-broke-white-person
• Blog post: 'Columbusing': The Art Of Discovering Something That Is Not New  
  http://www.npr.org/blogs/codeswitch/2014/07/06/328466757/columbusing-the-art-of-discovering-something-that-is-not-new
• Interview: Playwright Young Jean Lee: 'I don't want to have to think about race'  
  http://www.theguardian.com/stage/2014/jun/04/playwright-young-jean-lee-race-interview
• Blog post: An Open Letter to the White Woman Who Felt Bad for Me at Yoga  
  http://www.huffingtonpost.com/maya-rupert/an-open-letter-to-the-white-language
• Blog post: Passing for white and straight: How my looks hide my identity  
  http://www.sal.com/2013/12/09/passing_for_white_and_straight_how_my_looks_hide_my_identity/
Blog Post: 10 Ways White People Are More Racist than they realize
http://www.salon.com/2015/03/04/10_ways_white_people_are_more_racist_than_they_realize_partner/

Video: Whitewashed, Unmasking the World of Whiteness
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rdaFh06YX4

[MODERN MOM] Dear Beautiful Daughters Who Happen to Be Light

Blog post: Gawker’s “Privilege Tournament” is all about white anger
http://www.salon.com/2013/09/30/gawkers_privilege_tournament_is_all_about_white_anger/

Blog post: Orange is the New Black: 7 Things We Should Talk About
http://www.autostraddle.com/orange-is-the-new-black-7-things-we-should-talk-about-186228/

Book review: Understanding White Privilege: Creating Pathways to Authentic Relationships across Race
http://muse.jhu.edu/journals/afa/summary/v043/43.1.jenkins.html

Blog post: Straight Allies, White Anti-Racists, Male Feminists (and Other Labels That Mean Nothing to Me)
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/spectra/straight-allies-white-ant_b_3372490.html

Race and Justice in US

Book: The New Jim Crow: Mass Incarceration in the Age of Colorblindness by Michelle Alexander

Book: Violence by James Gilligan

Book: Post Traumatic Slave Syndrome: America's Legacy of Enduring Injury and Healing by Joy Angela Degruy

Book: The Warmth of Other Suns: The Epic Story of America's Great Migration by Isabel Wilkerson

Blog Post with links to plays: The Ferguson Theatre Syllabus
http://www.americantheatre.org/2014/12/17/the-ferguson-theatre-syllabus/

Videos: Dr James Gilligan on Violence
  o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HmZjm7yOHwE
  o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eMSsi4Krd5Q
  o https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_rSYiy420B0

Blog post: White People: Trayvon Martin's Death Is Not About You

Movie review/ Radio episode: 'Dear White People' Is A Satire Addressed To Everyone

Blog post: Iggy Azalea’s post-racial mess: America’s oldest race tale, remixed

Blog post: ‘12 Years a Slave’ In Cinematic Context
http://colorlines.com/archives/2013/10/12_years_a_slave_in_cinematic_context.html

Blog post: American Indian Group Puts the Racism of Some Sports Logos Into Context
http://politicalblindspot.com/american-indian-group-puts-the-racism-of-sports-logos/#.Ulg2z4nIEcQ.twitter

Article: 1 In 3 Black Males Will Go To Prison In Their Lifetime, Report Warns
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2013/10/04/racial-disparities-criminal-justice_n_4045144.html
• Book Review: Men We Reaped by Jesmyn Ward
• Blog post: Commentary: A Filipino Immigrant’s Experience With Stop-and-Frisk
  http://fi2w.org/2013/08/16/commentary-a-filam-poets-experience-with-stop-and-frisk/
• TED Talk Bryan Stevenson: We need to talk about an injustice
  http://www.ted.com/talks/bryan_stevenson_we_need_to_talk_about_an_injustice

• Article: (Indigenous Issues/Decolonization) Accomplices Not Allies: Abolishing the Ally Industrial Complex
• Black Preschoolers More Likely to Be Suspended (“school-to-prison pipeline”)
  http://www.npr.org/blogs/codeswitch/2014/03/21/292456211/black-preschoolers-far-more-likely-to-be-suspended

Economic Inequality/Gentrification/Class
• Blog post with link to SNL skit:
  http://www.salon.com/2015/01/18/snl_brilliantly_tackles_gentrification_youre_acting_like_some
one_put_gluten_in_your_muffin/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=socialflow
• Video: John Oliver on Income Inequality:
  http://www.salon.com/2014/07/14/must_see_morning_clip_john_oliver_tackles_income_inequality
  destroys_myth_of_american_dream/?utm_source=facebook&utm_medium=socialflow

Disability
• Could You Hold the Door for Me? Including Disability in Diversity by RHODA OLKIN
• BOOK: What Psychotherapists Should Know About Disability http://www.amazon.com/What-
  Psychotherapists-Should-About-Disability/dp/1572306432
• The Social Model of Disability: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0e24rfTZ2CQ
• TED Talk by Aimee Mullins, My 12 pairs of legs
  http://www.ted.com/talks/aimee_mullins_prosthetic_aesthetics
• Huffington Post Article: http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/athlete-and-model-born-without-
  legs-proves-she-wont-be-limited-by-her-disability_us_560aa841e4b0dd85030929a1
• TED Talk: Mainstreaming Disability by Dylan Alcott
  http://tedxtalks.ted.com/video/Mainstreaming-Disability-Dylan;search%3Adylan%20alcott
• TED Talk by Rosie King How autism freed me to be myself
  https://www.ted.com/talks/rosie_king_how_autism_freed_me_to_be_myself?language=en

Invisible Disabilities
Like many of our intersecting identities, not all “disabilities” are ones that we can see. The Invisible Disabilities Association defines invisible disabilities as follows:

The term invisible disabilities refers to symptoms such as debilitating pain, fatigue, dizziness, cognitive dysfunctions, brain injuries, learning differences and mental health disorders, as well as hearing and vision impairments. These are not always obvious to the onlooker, but can sometimes or always limit daily activities, range from mild challenges to severe limitations and vary from person to person.

They go on to note that a person with visible impairments can also have invisible disabilities that affect the way they live in and experience the world, and that people with invisible disabilities are often judged as able because of the way they look. Ultimately, the IDA challenges us to “listen with our ears, instead of judging with our eyes”, and offers many resources about how we can do just that.
Ableism

- Article on forms of Ableism: [http://mic.com/articles/121653/6-forms-of-ableism-we-need-to-retire-immediately#Qg7u0Ktnp](http://mic.com/articles/121653/6-forms-of-ableism-we-need-to-retire-immediately#Qg7u0Ktnp)

Gender/Gender Identity

- Article: The Genderbread Person V. 2.0 [http://itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2012/03/the-genderbread-person-v2-0/](http://itspronouncedmetrosexual.com/2012/03/the-genderbread-person-v2-0/)

LGBTQ/ Feminism


Sexism/ Sex Inequality

  - Another critique: [http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/01/06/italian-domestic-violence-PSA-slap-her_n_6424404.html](http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/01/06/italian-domestic-violence-PSA-slap-her_n_6424404.html)
• Blog post: Powerful Ads Use Real Google Searches to Show the Scope of Sexism Worldwide
  http://www.adweek.com/adfreak/powerful-ads-use-real-google-searches-show-scope-sexism-worldwide-153235

Additional Resources
• Article: Awareness is Overrated http://nymag.com/scienceofus/2014/07/awareness-is-overrated.html
• Blog post about regionalism/bias: 7 Cultural Concepts we don’t have in the U.S.
  http://www.mnn.com/lifestyle/arts-culture/blogs/7-cultural-concepts-we-dont-have-in-the-us
• Article: American Psychosis: What happens to a society that cannot distinguish between reality and illusion?
  https://www.adbusters.org/magazine/90/hedges-american-psychosis.html

For even more links, articles, blog posts and resources visit the 2015 NADTA conference blog at:
https://nadtaconference.wordpress.com/category/pre-education/